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Implicit and explicit memory models
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In describing phenomena associated with memory, people typically rely on an implicit or
intuitive theory that assumes the mind is like a space in which memories are stored, just
as objects are stored in physical space. Utilization of information is often described as a
search process through the space. The argument is briefly presented that almost all explicit
memory theories embody the same assumptions of spatial storage and search as those in
our implicit theory. Possible reasons for this state of affairs are examined and some alternative nonspatial approaches, as yet not very popUlar, are presented.
Psychologists and philosophers interested in understanding human memory have produced a remarkable
variety of theories and models to explain its functioning.
The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly some
general characteristics of these theories, but first I would
like to consider a different line of inquiry inspired by
the psychology of personality. Personality psychologists
make a distinction between explicit and implicit
personality theories. Explicit personality theories are
those proposed and tested by psychologists. Implicit
personality theories, on the other hand, are attempts
to characterize the intuitive ideas that each of us has
and uses to explain others' behavior.
It may be interesting to ask whether we can similarly
investigate implicit memory theories. To the extent
that people are curious about their own memories, we
might expect that they have developed some ideas,
however crude, to explain how their memories work.
What kind of intuitive memory theories do most people
have?
One source of evidence for an answer to this question
may come from an analysis of the expressions people
use to characterize their memories. From an examina·
tion of such figures of speech, it seems that one
particular implicit memory theory is in common use.
We basically assume that the mind consists of a space in
which information is stored, just as objects are stored
in physical space (Jaynes, 1976, pp. 54-56). This leads
quite naturally to the view of retrieval as a search for
the objects in this space. As Jaynes pointed out, we
think of the mind as a place that holds things. We
speak of keeping ideas in mind or of memories being
in the front, back, or tops of our minds. Memories may
be in the dark corners or dim recesses or they may be
out of or beyond one's mind. Some people are said to
have broad, deep, or open minds, while others' minds
are na"ow, shallow, or closed. We speak of allowing
room for new ideas that must sink in or penetrate the
mind. When new facts can be understood in terms of
existing knowledge, they seem to fall into place. When
it is difficult to retrieve information, the mind is
searched for the lost memories. In brief, we normally
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speak of our memories (or minds) as spaces in which
memories are stored.
The main point is that, for whatever reasons, almost
all formal theories and models of memory that have
been developed by psychologists and philosophers can
be seen as embodying the same underlying assumptions
as those in our impliCit memory theory. Almost all
theories assume that (1) memory can be considered a
mental space, (2) memories are like objects in this
space, and (3) retrieval is a search process for these
mental objects. A great many different metaphors
have been used to explain various phenomena of
memory, but almost all have the same basic character.
Presented in Table 1 is a relatively complete, but
certainly not exhaustive, list of metaphors and analogies
that philosophers and psychologists have used to
characterize memory. The metaphors were placed into
three groups, based on my own judgment and that of a
few friends. In Column A are analogies where memory is
generally considered a receptacle containing objects.
Thus, for example, memory has been conceived as a
purse, a library, a set of storehouses, a workbench, a
conveyor belt, and so on. In these cases, memories or
memory traces are conceived as objects in these spaces,
and the process of retrieval is considered as a search
through the space for the object memories. In short,
the fundamental assumptions of spatial storage and
search embodied in the analogies in Column A are the
same as those in our implicit memory theories.
Listed in Column B are four quite influential
proposals that are also basically spatial in character, but
which do not provide an explicit object of comparison
for memory. These ideas may all be loosely grouped
under "organizational theories" of memory. In each of
the proposals, memories are considered to be spatially
distributed, and retrieval, in those theories that
explicitly deal with that process, is conceived as a
search determined by the way the information is stored.
It is likely that the proposals listed in the A and B
columns in Table 1 include most of the important
theoretical ideas that psychologists have entertained
concerning memory. Of course, some of the ideas
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Table I
Metaphors and Analogies Used to Otaracterize Memory
Column A: Spatial Analogies with Search

Column B: Other Spatial Theories

wax tablet (plato; see Hamilton, 1961)
gramophone (Pear, 1922)
aviary (plato; see Hamilton, 1961)
house (James, 1890)
rooms in a house (Freud, 1932/1952)
mystic writing pad (Freud, 1940/1950)
switchboard (see John, 1972)
purse (Miller, 1956)
leaky bucket or sieve (Miller, 1956)
junk box (Miller, 1963)
bottle (Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960)
computer program (Simon & Feigenbaum, 1964)
stores (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968)
workbench (KIatzky, 1975)
cow's stomach (Hintzman, 1974)
pushdown stack (Bernbach, 1969)
acid bath (posner & Konick, 1966)
library (Broadbent, 1971)
dictionary (Loftus, 1977)
keysort cards (Brown & McNeill, 1966)
conveyor belt (Murdock, 1974)
tape recorder (see Posner & Warren, 1972)
subway map (Collins & Quillian, 1970)
garbage can (Landauer, 1975)

organization theory (Tulving, 1962)
hierarchical networks (Mandler, 1967)
associative networks (Anderson & Bower, 1973)
schema (Bartlett, 1932)
Column C: Other Analogies
muscle ("strength") (Woodworth, 1929)
signal detection (Bernbach, 1967)
melodies on a piano (Wechsler, 1963)
tuning fork (Lockhart, Craik, & Jacoby, 1975)
hologram (Pribram, 1971)
lock and key (Kolers & Palef, 1976)

Note-Lists of entities to which memory has been compared are lin Columns A and C. Column A contains analogies where memory
is considered a receptacle containing objects. In Column B are other theories that have a spatial character but no explicit object of
comparison. In Column C are listed some other analogies that have been used to explain memory.

have not been seriously entertained, and other important
ideas, such as Estes' (1959) stimulus sampling theory
and Paivio's (1969) dual coding hypothesis, are not
represented. Still, the point can be made that almost all
the influential theories in Columns A and B of Table 1
agree in their basic assumptions and differ mainly
details. At the risk of putting the case too boldly, it IS
as if psychologists of memory have produced marly
variants on one general theory.
This seems a rather remarkable state of affairs, and an
analysis of its causes would be interesting. Jaynes (1976)
argued that humans invented the spatial metaphor for
describing their newly discovered consciousness some
2,000 years ago. Since humans needed a way of
describing the unknown inner world, they used the
familiar terms of describing objects in actual physiCal
space to explain the inner workings of the invent~d
mental space. Thus memories, ideas, and thoughts are
described as actual objects populating this inner mental
space. It is very interesting to consider the tenhs
commonly used to describe thOUght processes in tlUs
regard. In a great many cases, terms derived from visual
perception are used, as though we actually perceive t~e
object thoughts in the mind space. Ideas are described
as bright, dim, hazy, or fuzzy. We may approach a
problem from a particular perspective or viewpoint and
then see its solution unless it happens to be obscure. A
good solution is described as brilliant, and the person
who found it is described as bright for perceiving the
solution to the problem, and so on.

in

In a similar vein, mental processes are often described
in terms that apply to actual behavior in a physical
space. We speak of storing, searching for, and locating
memories. We organize our thoughts, look for memories
that have been lost, and, if we are fortunate,find them.
Adjectives. used to describe mental behavior are
borrowed from those used to describe physical behavior,
such as active, nimble, or quick minds, on the one
hand, and slow or sluggish minds, on the other.
Another source of memory metaphors, which can be
confirmed by a glance at Table I, is the advance in the
technology of keeping records and storing knowledge.
One of the first metaphors for memory was the
impression of a seal on a wax tablet, which was the way
of storing information at that time. With advances in
the technology of record keeping, human memory has
been likened in all seriousness to a gramophone, tape
recorder, telephone switchboard, library, dictionary,
computer, and hologram. As Skinner (1976, pp.119120) pointed out, cognitive psychologists assume that
there is the internal equivalent of some record-keeping
process; thus, every new development in the technology
of information storage and transmission is seized upon
as the new model for the mind. It seems that, as long as
we are willing to entertain theoretical speculations
about cognitive processes, the technology of information
storage is as good a place as any to seek theoretical
inspiration. However, observation of this fact may make
us a bit more humble about our current theories. It may
well be that in 25 years the computer metaphor and the
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information processing viewpoints that reign today will
seem as dated as the telephone switchboard, gramophone, or wax tablet metaphors do now.
I have argued that there are few alternatives to the
spatial storage and search metaphors for describing the
workings of human memory. However, some metaphorical alternatives that have been mentioned are
listed in Column C of Table 1. As yet, none of the
approaches listed has received much attention, and none
yet claims to serve as a general rival to the spatial storage
and search metaphors. However, one idea that may
eventually lead to a general alternative is the notion of
remembering as a resonance process. This idea was
first suggested around the turn of the century, but in
the last several years it has appeared in a half-dozen
papers as a model for retrieval, with the fullest treatments being given in the papers by Lockhart, Craik, and
Jacoby (1975) and Ratcliff (1978). The basic idea is
that, when one retrieves information, the explicit or
implicit cues in the retrieval environment resonate with
stored information, just as ringing a tuning fork
produces sympathetic vibrations in other tuning forks.
There is also a common expression, the basis for an
alternative implicit memory theory, founded on the
resonance metaphor. We say that a familiar idea rings
a bell. The analogy between retrieval and resonance
can be followed in other directions. However, it may
eventually provide a general alternative to the spatial
storage and search metaphor. Although assumptions
need to be made about information storage under the
resonance metaphor, there is no need to assume that
memories are objects deployed in space. Similarly,
retrieval is not conceived as a process of search, any
more than sound waves emitted by one tuning fork
can be said to "search for" similar tuning forks to
cause them to vibrate. It is also the case that the retrieval
assumptions in the resonance metaphor are quite similar
to those in the holographic analogy (Cavanaugh, 1976).
It might also be argued that it is as fruitful, or more
fruitful, to describe our experimental results in terms of
more abstract general principles rather than rely on
models based on concrete analogies to things in our
environment. Such ideas as the encoding specificity
hypothesis (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) or Kolers'
(1973) work on memory operations serve as examples
of this approach. Issues concerning the relative merits
of metaphorical and abstract explanatory attempts
have been aired by Hesse (1966); certainly, in such
a relatively new enterprise as the psychology of
memory, both approaches may profitably be pursued
simultaneously.
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